Deep learning revolution happened thanks to the availability of a massive amount of labelled data which have contributed to the development of models with extraordinary inference capabilities. Despite the public availability of a large quantity of datasets, it is often necessary to generate a new set of labelled data to address specific requirements. In addition, the production of labels is costly and sometimes it requires a specific expertise to be fulfilled. In this work, we introduce a new problem called low budget unsupervised label query that consists in a model trained to suggests to the user a set of samples to be labelled, from a completely unlabelled dataset, to maximize the classification accuracy on that dataset. We propose to adopt a domain alignment model, modified to enforce consistency, to align a known dataset (source) and the dataset to be labelled (target). Finally, we propose a novel sample selection method based on uniform entropy sampling, named UNFOLD, which is deterministic and steadily outperforms other baselines as well as competing models on a large variety of publicly available datasets.
Introduction
Data streams are everyday more accessible and data hungry models are producing incredible results every day. However, in many cases, many niche applications are still struggling to produce a desirable amount of data to satiate such models: in biomedical imaging, sharing data is critical due to privacy issues; industrial applications such as quality control or predictive maintenance often require specific data and such meaningful data are generally rare, unbalanced and necessitates professional expertise to be correctly labelled. For these reasons, having an adequate amount of labelled data to solve a specific problem can be still costly and not always affordable.
Deciding which samples to prioritize for the labelling in a new dataset can be a non-trivial task. In this paper, we aim at finding a model that is able to select a pool of samples from an unlabelled dataset, to be manually labelled in order to maximize the classification performance in such dataset. A number of methods are addressing this problem using various approaches such as Self-Paced Learning or Active Learning to name a few. However, these methods still need to rely to a small set of trained data that are usually selected using random sampling. Also for this reason, we intend to focus our attention when the labelling budget is low (i.e., below 10% of the whole dataset). To the best of our knowledge, no definition has been proposed to this specific problem, so we are going to refer at it as "Low Budget Unsupervised Label Query" problem.
A simple approach to choose the most profitable samples to be labelled is to rank them difficulty-wise [35, 37] . In order to do so, entropy is among the most logic choices and probably is the more immediate. Assuming the samples producing the highest entropy values as the most critical, they may be the best candidates to require manual labelling [23] . However, this does not take in consideration that usually neural networks are over confident also when they take wrong decisions, therefore the wrongly classified examples are pretty common also in low-entropy samples [45] . Besides, training a network with complex samples only is not ideal because it excludes all most represen- Figure 1 . The distribution of entropy of the selected samples of CIFAR9 for the model trained on STL9 without domain adaptation (a), using [3] (b) and with the proposed CoDIAL (c). Three budget sampling strategies are reported in the graphs: Random Sampling, Toprank which refers to high entropy sampling and the proposed UNFOLD technique.
tative samples. In addition, when the datasets are somewhat distant between each other, entropy tends to be distributed toward the higher values. To overcome this problem and move such distribution toward lower values, we adopt a domain adaptation technique inspired to AutoDIAL [3] , where distributions of source and target are aligned towards the separate computation of the batch normalization layers' statistics and the model is trained using two simple losses, one supervised and one unsupervised for the source and the target, respectively. In this work, we modified AutoDIAL to maximize consistency between pristine images their randomly perturbed versions instead of using the entropy loss proposed by the authors, we named this variant as CoDIAL (Consistency DIAL). As previously described, the sole use of complex samples could harm the final classification performance. For this reason, we propose a sampling strategy that equally considers hard and simple samples by selecting examples uniformly along the entropy distribution of the target dataset. We named such sampling method UNFOLD that stands for UNiForm entrOpy Low-buDget sampling. The distributions of the candidate samples selected using three different methods are shown in Fig. 1 .
The contributions of our paper can be summarized as follows: in the first place, to the best of our knowledge, this work is the first investigating the Unsupervised Label Query problem in a low-budget scenario exploiting a domain alignment technique to align the source and target datasets. Second, we propose a modification to [3] in order to maximize the consistency between pristine image data and a random transformation of such images, whose performance are competing with the state of the art. Finally, we propose an unsupervised label query method, based on uniform entropy sampling which is deterministic and steadily outperforming other baselines.
The paper is organized under the following scheme: in the next section, we give an overview of several techniques that are related to our problem, discussing the differences and affinities. In Section 3, we illustrate our sample selection methodology and some baselines. In Section 4, we propose a large set of experiments to validate our idea and, finally, we discuss our achievements in Section 5.
Related Works
In this section, we relate our problem to a set of well known open problems. To this regards, we analyze the overlap and the differences between our work and such problems.
Domain Adaptation. When a model is trained on a set of data, this will try to describe the seen data, and despite the strategies used to improve its generalization it will always carry a bias that would harm the performances when used to predict data out of the training distribution. This problem is known as dataset bias. A solution to alleviate such problem is to align the training dataset (also known as source) and the target dataset using approaches based on Domain Adaptation. Recently, most of the works in this direction are tackling the case in which target labels are entirely unknown, this problem is also known as Unsupervised Domain Adaptation (UDA) [4, 6, 12, 25, 31] . Being a trending topic in the vision community, many different approaches have been proposed in the last few years. Among these works we can mention models based on domain confusion [38, 39] where the authors use generative adversarial networks to produce similar features from the two domains. The work of Volpi et al. [40] further improves the alignment using a sampler to produce a large amount of features that resemble those extracted from the source. The sampler is used then to generate features to be employed in the align-ment of the two domains. Other methods such as [3, 30] focus on the alignment of the statistics of the batch normalization layers and using two different losses: supervised and unsupervised for source and target, respectively. In our work, we exploit UDA training to select the best samples to be labelled in the target dataset.
Self-Supervised Learning (SSL). The term refers to the concept of unsupervised learning where supervision is provided by the data itself [5, 10, 41] . An example can be predicting the relative position of two patches of the same image [9] up to solving jugsaw puzzles [2, 27] , training to color grayscale images [43] or applications related to image-to-image translation where the supervision is given by the massive amount of data with no one-to-one mapping [42, 44] . Bengio et al. [1] introduced the concept of curriculum learning in which a model is trained gradually starting from the easy samples and introducing complex samples along the training. The concept has been improved by Kumar et al. [21] introducing the paradigm of Self-Paced Learning (SPL). The SPL model includes a weighted loss term on all samples and a more general regularization imposed on sample weights. Weights are optimized during training and the pace parameter is updated, allowing the model to discover new samples in a self-paced way. This training methodology has been applied on different topics such as video event detection [17] and object detection [33] to name a few.
Active Learning. The paradigm refers to the technique where the learning requires to query the user to obtain requested additional information about the most uncertain samples. For instance, Lewis et al. [23] propose to ask labels to the user of the most uncertain object based on largest entropy. In this specific work, we are not interested in AL itself, since to the best of our knowledge, the works proposing AL methods are starting from a pool of randomly labelled samples. However, our method can be used in a way to have a better starting point comparing to random sampling. It can help to alleviate the so called cold start problem [14, 15, 19] when too few labels are available.
Low budget labelling. The low budget labelling, despite its relevance, has been considered only by a fistful of works. In particular after the Deep Learning revolution, most of the works have embraced the abundance of labeled data to research more accurate models, opening exciting new research directions. However, labelling is still an expensive activity and often requires highly specialized labor to be performed. The topic is acknowledged by Sun et al. [36] who propose to conjugate UDA and SSL with an auxiliary tasks used to pull the two domains closer along the direction of each single task, respectively. This has been coupled with the supervision available in the source dataset to per-form the training. We show results of consistency training, showing that indeed consistency is a good strategy to bring domains together, however we show also that in case of low amount of data this often leads to unstable training, harming the overall performance. The paper that is much closer to ours is [14] , since their objective is to minimize the labelling cost. In their work, they investigate in the mutual benefit of the application of AL and SSL together. They also propose an analysis on the best situation in which AL should start. In their work, however, they always start their model with a randomly selected pool of samples to be labelled and is finalized to AL while we only pursue the best set of target labels to be labelled. We also, unlike them, introduce the use of domain alignment to perform this decision.
Methodology
In this section, we describe our approach to perform lowbudget unsupervised label query, dividing the explanation in two parts. In Section 3.1, we discuss our approach based on domain adaptation to align the distributions of the two datasets and to compact the class distributions forcing the model to be invariant to small perturbations. In Section 3.2, we describe our proposed method to choose the budget samples. The overview of our approach is depicted in Fig. 2 .
Consistency-based Domain Alignment
As long as no information is provided on the target dataset, we assume to dispose of a set of labelled data S = {(x s 1 , y s 1 ), . . . , (x s n , y s n )} that shares the same set of labels with our unlabelled dataset T = {x t 1 , . . . , x t m }. The first phase of our method is essentially an UDA phase in which we train a model to perform well on target dataset by aligning the distributions of S and T . To carry out this task, we took inspiration from AutoDIAL [3] , a method that exploits domain alignment layers using the statistics of the batch normalization separately for the two datasets. The method learns the weights of the model of the two datasets jointly. The loss is composed of two components, one supervised for S and one unsupervised for T . The unsupervised loss proposed in AutoDIAL minimizes the entropy of the target samples in order to force the model to decide more confidently. In our model, we share the same supervised loss which is the sparse cross-entropy in Eq. (1):
where f θ s (y s i ; x s i ) is the probability of x s i to be assigned to class y s i and n is the number of source samples. The unsupervised term refers to the entropy of the data distribution in T as shown in Eq. (2):
where m is the number of samples in the target batch and Y is the entire set of target labels. In order to improve the robustness of the model, we introduce a consistency constraint in the loss function. Consistency loss is common in unsupervised learning and it is often enforced by minimizing the distance between a pristine and a perturbed version of the same image [14, 32] . In our formulation, we opted for a KL-divergence to compute the distance among the two images as shown in Eq. (3):
After simplifications, the overall unsupervised loss in our model can be reduced to the cross-entropy between x t i and x t i as shown in Eq. (4).
The final loss of our adaptation model is therefore shaped as follows:
Budget Selection
The selection of the pool of samples to be classified is the central part of this work. This task is partially considered in works related to AL and SSL. However, these methods are usually initializing their model using a pool of randomly sampled labelled examples [8, 24] . Random sampling is intrinsically stochastic so repeating the operation leads to very different outcomes in terms of performances. This problem becomes even more pronounced when the label distribution is not uniform. As a mentioned in Section 1, a simple and immediate method would be to select a pool of samples laying near the decision border and ask the human to labels them. This task is often achieved by looking at the entropy and choose for the highest values. However such values are not guaranteed to be the best and more representative samples, on the other hand not all the samples with high confidence can be considered as well classified. In [14] , a sampling method based on the minimization of the variance between a set of transformations has been proposed as a AL query strategy. The same goal is pursued by [34] where a metric based on the distance to a set of k-centers has been proposed.
Motivated by a slightly different purpose, we propose a method that is still based on the entropy, however instead of sampling the highest or the lowest values we take a uniform sampling along the distribution of the entropy in the target dataset. For clarity, we report the overall budget selection strategy in Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1: Our budget selection algorithm
Data: T -the target training set of unlabeled samples Input:
• S -a difficulty scoring function, e.g., entropy given by S(x t i ) = − y∈Y f θ y; x t i log f θ y; x t i , where f θ is a model used to compute the probability of x t to be assigned to the pseudo-label y 
Experiments
In this section, we provide details about the experimental setup adopted in order to evaluate our proposed method as well as we report the obtained results. To investigate both the validity and the domain-invariance of our method, we conducted experiments on well-known UDA tasks belonging to different domains: object classification and digits classification (see Section 4.1).
Datasets
In order to demonstrate the effectiveness of our approach, we conducted experiments on five datasets widely used in UDA tasks:
CIFAR-10↔STL. The CIFAR-10 dataset [20] is composed of 60000 RGB images, with a size of 32×32. CIFAR-10 comes already balanced with 6000 images for each class and it is divided into a training set of 50000 images and a test set of 10000 images. Inspired to the latter, the STL dataset [7] consists of a total of 5000 images where each of the 10 classes is represented by 500 96 × 96 RGB images. In our experiments, we removed the non-overlapping classes frog from CIFAR-10 and monkey from STL.
MNIST↔USPS. The MNIST dataset [22] is composed of 60000 training and 10000 test gray-scale images of handwritten digits in a range from 0 to 9. Each image has a fixed-size of 28 × 28 pixels. Similar to MNIST, the USPS dataset [16] is a smaller handwritten digits dataset composed of 7291 training and 2007 testing gray-scale 16 × 16 images. In our experiments, we exploited the already zeropadded 32 × 32 MNIST and USPS images from [28] .
SVHN→MNIST. The Street View House Number (SVHN) dataset [26] is a real-world MNIST-like digits dataset composed of 73257 training and 26032 testing RGB 32 × 32 images. As for MNIST, also in SVHN classes are in the range from 0 to 9. Despite of similarities, the unbalanced number of per-class images, the often severe changes of illumination and the non-centered digits depicting represent a significant domain shift.
Experimental Setup
As further explained in Section 3, the proposed methodology foresees the use of a domain alignment model and a classifier. For sake of comparison of the results, we used the network presented in [13] for the digits experiments while we used the network reported in [11] for the CIFAR-10↔STL experiments. In order to apply CoDIAL, we followed [3] and added source and target batch normalization layers with the difference that we used an additional third batch normalization layer to separately normalize perturbed target batches. In both the experimental domains, we trained from scratch the adaptation architecture for 120 epochs with mini-batch size of 32 through the ADAM optimization algorithm [18] with a weight decay of 5 × 10 −4 and a learning rate initially to 1 × 10 −3 with a scheduled decay of 0.1 at the epochs 50 and 90. During the adaptation training, the perturbed target batch copy has been obtained as done in [30] through random affine transformation, gaussian blurring, random flip and random crop for the CIFAR-10↔STL experiments while omitting the random flip augmentation in the MNIST↔USPS experiments. The λ parameter was tuned for each adaptation experiment. In all the classification steps, we first initialized the classifier architecture to the weights obtained during the previous adaptation step through CoDIAL related to the same adaptation task. Finally, we fine-tuned each classifier for 50 epochs through ADAM optimizer with initial learning rate of 1 × 10 −4 , scheduled decay each 10 epochs with decay rate to 0.1, mini-batch size of 32 and weight decay regularization of 5 × 10 −4 . In order to have statistically sound results, we repeated 10 times the experiments for the non-deterministic sampling strategies reported in Section 3.2 and then report the average results.
Results
In this section, we report and analyze an extensive set of results obtained with our methodology. First, in Section 4.4 we report the UDA results compared with state-of-the-art methods. Second, in Section 4.5 we present a wide set of results obtained with our method in the final goal of lowbudget classification. Table 1 compares the results obtained by our CoDIAL with those recently reported in [30] for UDA tasks and with the one reported in [3] . For a fair comparison, we considered only the results of [30] obtained without data augmentation applied on the source dataset. From the comparison, it is possible to notice that CoDIAL succeed in adapting in most of the adaptation tasks overcoming all the compared methods and reaching state-of-the-art performance. Although the only exception consists of the MNIST→USPS task, even in this task CoDIAL obtains comparable results with the other competitors.
Unsupervised Domain Adaptation

Budget Selection and Classification
In order to deeply investigate the robustness of UN-FOLD, we compared it with a wide set of other widely used sampling strategies, namely:
Random. This method simply consists in sampling randomly a budget of selected samples from the target training data.
Toprank Entropy. This strategy is the opposite of UN-FOLD. Here, the k top entropy samples are selected as budget samples.
Toprank Consistency [14] . Similarly to the Toprank Entropy, in this strategy the consistency score presented in [14] is used as index to select the k budget samples.
Uniform Consistency. Similarly to the Toprank Consistency sampling method, instead of selecting the k top consistency samples, here we follow the same strategy of our UNFOLD but on the consistency score of [14] instead of on the entropy.
We compared the just mentioned methods in the same UDA tasks reported in Table 1 evaluating the accuracy reached on the target set after the fine-tuning of the classifier on the k selected budget samples as reported so far in Figure and k = 1% of the target training set. Finally, in order to provide a full view of the advantages of the jointed proposed CoDIAL and UNFOLD we performed an ablation study investigating the performance of UNFOLD obtained also without UDA strategies (Source only) and without our proposed Consistency-based Domain Alignment (AutoDIAL).
In Table 2 , the results obtained with k = 10% are reported while in Table 3 additional results obtained with k = 1% are presented. For sake of clarity, an overall view of the performance with k = 10% of the compared sampling methods among with Source only model, AutoDIAL and CoDIAL is reported in Figure 3 . From the results many important observations can be draft. First, it is possible to notice how UNFOLD outperforms all the compared selection strategies in most of the UDA tasks obtaining comparable results on the others. Second, from Table 2 and in particular from Table 3 , it is possible to note how even with a very limited budget sample size of k = 1% of the target training set, the fine-tuned classifier strongly outperforms the previous performance obtained through UDA (k = 10%) or at least improves the previous performance (k = 1%). This is particularly less meaningful for those datasets, such as STL or USPS, where the entire training sets are already limited in size and where a wrong selection strategy could severely affect the results (see Table 3 ). This further proves how our strategy provides an effective sampling strategy even in very low budget sampling. Finally, from results it is possible to infer how CoDIAL and UNFOLD jointly allow to improve the final classification results. Indeed, while UNFOLD performs reasonably well even on the Source only model and on AutoDIAL, the best final results are obtained by jointly exploiting both the proposed methods.
Conclusion
Low-budget unsupervised label query turned out to be a challenging problem that requires additional attention. Looking at the results obtained in this work we can assume that using a deterministic method tends to be convenient w.r.t. random sampling and other baselines. Despite the fact that a lucky random sample could theoretically outperform our proposed method, the latter is steadily performing better. As an additional contribution, we have proposed a modified version of AuotDIAL that is reaching state-of-art Table 3 . Accuracy (1%) on the test target set using a budget sample size of 1% the size of the target training data.
performances on multiple benchmarks. It is furthermore noticeable that our method can be easily plugged into a large variety of other tasks such as Self-Paced Learning or Active Learning applications. For Self-Paced or Incremental Learning, UNFOLD can be applied to improve the composition of exemplar sets [29] while in Active Learning it can provide a more steady and reliable starting point helping to reduce the effect of the cold start problem [19, 15] . The proposed method has the applicative limitation of requiring a source dataset that shares the same label so in future we are interested in tacking it to other challenging applications such as open set domain adaptation and domain generalization.
